Project Name: React Development
Scope and requirements of the project
Theme Link:
https://falcon.technext.it/
We plan to use this theme as a base for development. We will purchase the license
version of the same and provide it to you. Would suggest you to go through the
same.
Wireframe Link:
https://rahul369168.invisionapp.com/console/share/AF2XUWJGE6/739517168
This link of the wireframe is shared for you to estimate the efforts for the project.
Please go through each page and asses pages and components
Design:
The design is made using the theme as its base. We would want you to assess the
wireframe to estimate the efforts for components that may need to be customized
or made. Once we sign the contract, we will provide you with the Adobe XD file of
the desktop design, so that you can access all the assets and dimensions of the
design.
PS: Design will be in desktop mode. For the responsive we intend to replicate the
inherent responsive features of the theme for all sizes and for all components.
Other requirements:
1. Please note that this is not an hourly project or effort based, it is a
milestone based project as per the requirements and expectations shared.
2. The Total screens we estimate is about 40 including the landing page (it is
part of the theme), however most of the screens use the same
components repeatedly. Hence the estimation should be done
accordingly. You can use wireframes and the theme for estimation.
3. The final deliverable should exactly follow the inherent property of the
theme in terms of responsiveness, style, color and look-feel
4. It shall be possible to customize the front end. This is similar to the theme
customization. It shall be possible to:
o to set 'light or dark mode'
o to set 'On or off RTL Mode'
o to set 'On or OFF Fluid mode'
o to set navigation position as vertical, top or combo
o to set vertical nav bar style transparent, inverted, card, vibrant
5. The quotation shall be comprehensive to meet the objective of the
project with clear mention of inclusions and exclusions (if any).
6. For Realtime maps we need to integrate Signal-R concept or Pareral
concept of Signal-R
7. Map integration
8. Lazy loading implementation. ==>>Component base loading.
9. Table structure must be loaded first 10 records (or as custom defined) not
all records at first time

10. Use Immutable Data Structures
11. Create architecture of application from scratch not from Theme
Please share your best proposal to meet the above objective along with the
timeline.

